The study was an application on Weibull distribution Probability of maximum temperature degrees and rains data for city of Baghdad during (2000-2010) for ten years taken from Meteorological Network of Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture. The results indicated to the possibility of using the generalized Weibull distribution in finding the expected Probability of the maximum temperature degrees and forecast possibility.
Introduction
The estimated Probability Weibull distribution can be used in forecasting the expected Probability of Meteorology and its future directions for Baghdad city with comparing between. The actual and estimated data especially Weibull distribution (with negative torsion), in 1990 Al. Baidhen F. A has find an alternative form to distribute Weibull, called it generalized Weibull distribution to exceed its indicator value and suggest a new form least squares method (OLS) which its parameter value was (3.6). Since Probability generalized Weibull distribution insure its effectiveness in estimating, therefore, our research focused on theoretical and applied knowledge for estimating methods of parameters distribution and its affectedness and the possibility of expected Probability for Meteorology and the future directions of Baghdad city with the possibility of comparing between its actual and estimated data.
The Research Hypothesis will be
1) The convenient of maximum temperature degrees data and estimated rains amounts to distribute generalized Weibull with two parameter. 2) Identification of the real and estimated values through ProbabilityWeibull distribution.
Weibull distribution:
The random variable (X) which subject to Weibull distribution in three indicators (k, λ, θ). k(Shape Parameter, λ represents Scale Parameter indicator and θ represents Location Parameter, provided that (k< 0),(λ>0) ,θ(is a real number), therefore the density follower will be as following:
We can write the relation as:
give continued density:
Explain Figure ( Depending on Weibull distribution follower the intensity as in shape (1), we will have generalized Weibull distribution and schedule of its distribution followers, where these schedules with the same indicators that previously mentioned, because according to the following theory the random variable (x) subjects to Weibull distribution with the parameters(k, λ, θ) as it subject to the random variable (x) for Weibull distribution y=-(X/( λ))kfor generalized Weibull distribution so the expected value and variance for this distribution. Then we get a special form for Weibull distribution when (θ = 0) and (K = 1) and λ =(1/x) because Weibull distribution connecting to three parameter beside the Exponential distribution in the scientific application. Weibull distribution deemed as extremist probability distributions that is given as Distributive distribution for the minimum value for a big number of independent random variables, It's from the continues Probability distributions that called test distributions like ( 2 ) chi-square distribution, distribution t Student calledt distribution and F distribution. Based on the aforementioned, depending on potential distribution for the extremist values, we can express generalized Weibull distribution by a distributional function for the random variable x. [10] As it represents θ scale parameter, k shape parameter, β location parameter.
It is also a relationship between Generalized Weibull distribution and extremist values distribution are (T = -x), (T represents random variable of generalized Weibull distribution, therefore (9) P(T≤t)=P(-X≤x)=1-G(x;θ,α,k)…….. (10) t represents the random value and it's limited from bottom [ , ] so we can get the distributional function for generalized Weibull distribution with three parameter and two parameter, we shall replace(x) with -1 and (-α) value with (β) in the relations (7) and (8)It becomes our [1] To get probability density function for generalized Weibull distribution with three and two parameter, we take derivative for both relations (7) and (8), the result Will be the based on that we can write the Reliability Function as generalized Weibull distribution with three and two parameter and risk average
Liner Estimation
T would be random variable subject to generalized Weibull distribution with two parameter according to the relation (10) (t 1 , t 2 , …..t n ) let them be the data which subject to generalized Weibull distribution with two parameter hen we can estimate its indicator as following (8) [2] Since i is (1, 2, ……… b) ci ,aiis liner weighting faction, therefore we write the mathematical relation for the reversed function of generalized Weibull distribution with two parameter as. [7] knowing that;
Then we can find the value of both θ and β as they represent the inclination and the volunteer in regression equation (15). Through several methods, we can estimate two indicators generalized Weibull distribution but we will only use Wight method here which based on regression analyses theory, through converting the ofCumulative distribution function the relation (15),To formula Simple Linear Regression Model.
Or to write by using the above function logarithm twice in order to (t n ….. t 3 > t 2 > t 1 ) which is an arrange observations for specific random sample its size is (n). When we right the We also can get it through estimating the first rank of Taylor serial of ascending organized data.
We can get it by using OLS method (which based on matrixes). Estimating parameter generalized Weibull distribution, where the values will be extracted (θ,β)from the following equation [6] That is
In order to know the data relevance of any studied phenomenon of generalized Weibull distribution, it is possible to subject these data to suitable relevance test based on values schedule for Weibull distribution with two parameter and extreme value distribution. It is possible to reach to A^2 n schedule of distribution by the following [2] , [9] Assuming that this imposes in the equation (19) to have the relation therefore, we will reach to schedule of distribution with two parameter by applying That is
The Practical Application

Introduction
This study focuses on maximum temperature degrees and rains amounts in Baghdad during ten years (2000-2010) , In the winter months \based on Meteorological Network of Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture. By taking Weibull distribution and estimate its parameter by using minimum squares method in finding the probability Expected for maximum temperature degrees and rains amounts schedule and we used the data of monthly averages for each maximum temperature degree and rains amounts in Baghdad in Winter (December, January, February) during the study period from Meteorological Network of Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture, we reached the below listed data in table (1) as follows: 
Conclusion
We can use the linear regression in estimating parameter Wie bill generalized distribution marks for what it gives of reasonable results.
We can use Wie bill generalized distribution in forecasting, we recommend to use it in suitable natural phenomena for this distribution.
The ability to make continues surveys for the climate in Iraq in light of the common climate changes for surveying wetness, dust, global warming and etc. 
